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required to clean me out of provisions; for it is again a matter of
Eskimo etiquette that nothing be left unconsurned. And when
they had manifested full obedience to their code, my visitors
withdrew.
It was by now very late. Lacking all experience of Eskimo
society, I had not taken Utak's hospitality in good part. For one
thing, I was far from suspecting that he had not been pillaging
me, but had rather been helping me, acting in my behalf. For
another, my mind was troubled by a question: Had I been right
to allow the sacking of my grub? Would not this compliance
be seen by them as a sign of weakness? Had I not started
my Eskimo life under a severe handicap? I was tired, I was
annoyed, I was dissatisfied with myself, and in this sour mood
I was trying to get to sleep when of a sudden the child, lying
between its parents under their only blanket, began to cry. He
wept, and then he howled. The toothache, I thought; he must
have the toothache. Not at all. It was tea he wanted. At one
in the morning. And would his parents silence him? Punish
him? By no means. His mother got up, got the Primus going
again—in the dark, in order not to disturb me— and brewed
tea for him. All this to content a whim. Had the child cried for
the moon his father would have shot at it with the native bow
and arrows that lay near by on the ground.
I woke next morning with the impression that living among
these people was not going to be easy. It was not so much that
I had trouble sleeping, that the inside of my bag was chill and
humid and the outside covered with frost, that the sky was grey,
cheerless, and the landscape actively repellent What worried
me most of all was the Eskimos themselves. I had not expected
them to be actually sordid, physically repugnant, and possessed
by a nature in which I could see none of the generous hospitality
of primitive peoples elsewhere, none of the frankness I had
known in other parts of the world, but only suspicion, cunning,
slyness. And not an atom of even the most 'practical* intelli-
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